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Industrial and commercial administration system has been responded actively to 
the State Administration for Industry & Commerce in recent years and quickens the 
construction of “Golden-Communication Project” with which a 4-level network 
system covering all levels of body of industrial and commercial administration in the 
whole Xinjiang is built up, in addition to a combined service system through all 
businesses of industrial and commercial administration, thus the informatization 
construction is developed greatly with administration efficiency and social benefit. 
Higher requirements on relevancy, facility and safety of data and service treatment are 
advanced by different level of industrial and commercial department with the 
changing industrial and commercial administration system and developing 
supervision functions. The demand for information resources sharing with unified 
application, unified management and unified log-in, however, cannot be met due to 
the relative independent design configuration and decentralized application of the 
early business systems which result to lack of organic relation between systems and 
isolated information resources. 
In this dissertation, the actuality of industrial and commercial administration 
system informatization was analyzed, Unified in-house network portal application 
platform was build, and existing business system with government administration 
system put forward was integrated, thus the original system of single configuration 
and decentralized application transforms into a system of integration. The system 
consists of five subsystems, i.e. registration, law enforcement, supervision, 
government administration and aid decision making, between which the operation is 
independent relatively, and the operation cooperation could be achieved through 
unified port and data interchange & sharing system. J2EE standard will be adopted by 
the system and the relative application implemented with B/S Architecture, including 














supervision, OA, domestically-funded enterprise registration, foreign-funded 
enterprise registration, private enterprise registration, privately or individually-owned 
business registration, annual inspection of enterprises, advertising supervision, 
grievance and complaint as well as accusation at 12315, contract supervision and 
market supervision etc.. 
With the construction of the system, a high-level information sharing is reached 
and the problem of “isolated information island” solved effectively through the 
centralized application and management of the business systems which were running 
separately on different platforms. Therefore, an effective cooperation of the 
applications between business and business, business and information, information 
and information, human and information etc., and the in-house network application is 
integrated for improving the working efficiency of industrial and commercial 
administration. 
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